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extreme popularity in Australia
and the international scene
following its successful Sydney
show.
In 2019 the demand brings the
brand to Melbourne, the event
& fashion capital of some of the
biggest brands.
There can ‘t be a fashion show
without models and make-up
artists, so the event will be
complimented by local talent
of models and make-up artists.
Event’ s aim is also to promote
design and innovation,
provide sales opportunities for
designers and create supply
chain connections collectively.
More than 7 talented designers
show cased their alluring
designs on LAKME Australia’s
Sydney show in July 2018 with
more than 10 runway shows in
a day, 53+ models and more
than a dozen of talented and
experienced makeup artists
and hair stylists.
The Value Proposition &
Objective @ LAFS 2019
Collaborating unique designs,
showcasing international talent
and leveraging the brands to
its direct target market would
be the key to all success at the
LAFS 2019 night. Melbourne’s
biggest brands, products &
services will be all out to play
on the biggest fashion platform
of 2019.

L

akme Australia
Fashion Show
(LAFS) has been
conceptualized
conceived and created by ace
designer Rose Dogra, with a
vision and purpose to ignite
the Australian multicultural

fashion fusion across Australia
and the world redefining the
fashion code.
Showcasing and giving
platform to top designers
and talent across the country
and overseas, LAFS is gaining

Something for everyone!! In
2019, Rose Dogra and Arshdeep
Kaur amped up the spotlight
on the history and diversity,
particularly in terms of
highlighting Indigenous design
talent. Old favourite runways
and labels return, with some
pleasant surprises thrown into
the mix.

The

TEAM

talented artists
all over Australia/
New Zealand.
LAKME Australia
is a platform
for young
urban Indians
in Australia.
Whereas its
influences are

Rose Dogra
CEO of LAKME Australia

Fashion Show 2019, was able to
integrate, not balance – work and
life by setting priorities as they
came and remaining intentional
about her choices.
Rose Dogra believes in Leading
with intention is how she was
able to set a goal and get the
goal — but it takes courage and
resiliency because it doesn’t
always go according to plan. With
her Master’s degree in Fashion
designing and her vast experience
in the industry lead her to
establish LAKME Australia which
provides a platform to all the

global, its identity originates from
Indian design.
Her designs are sophisticated and
carefully crafted. Today we are
part of the India’s reawakening
individuality and cultural impact
all around the world. As part of the
team for LAKME Australia Fashion
Show, Rose is looking to add
voices from the forefront of this
phenomenon.
She also believes that “Don’t wait
for everybody else to do it. You

to work, that’s great. Just don’t let

do it. Being a CEO is no easy task.

anyone else make that choice for

But what propelled me was: ‘How

you.”

do I make it better for the next

We can’t thank enough to this

generation and move women

Passionate Unstoppable Gorgeous

forward?, women’s movement is

Woman, without her nothing was

about choices, If you choose to

possible!!

stay home, It’s great. If you chose

Arshdeep Kaur
COO (Chief
Operating
Officer)

perspective of the fashion

Arshdeep who is a Teacher and

Fashion shows and Fashion

Business Owner by profession

based events, she has, in a short

entered in to the world of Fashion

period of time, developed quite a

after winning the crown of Miss

repertoire working with the top

World Worldwide in 2017. She

designers around Australia.

plays a major role from model

Ms Arshdeep has been involved

selection to financial operations

in the training of the Contestants

of the company. Arshdeep loves

as well as Choreography of Lakme

to work behind the scene and her

Australia Fashion shows. The USP

goal is to establish a brand which

of her Lakme Australia Fashion

is the ultimate definition of hard

Show shows is the experiential

work, sweat and QUALITY.

and conceptual presentations

Arshdeep Kaur has a 360-degree

which have transformed the

industry, which she has been part
of for around 3 years now, in a
range of capacities. She has been
recently selected as a State Finalist
of Miss World Australia 2020.
Now having diversified to
Directing and Choreographing

conventional runway to out of the
box presentations. The fashion
platform has been reinvented in
unique ways each time.

Jazeel
Mistry (Chief
Marketing
Officer and
Emcee)
This Man does not need any
introduction, He is beloved by
many but He is a superstar in our
Community. And LAKME Australia
is blessed to have him on the show
for the second time. He has been
a pillar of strength and loyalty for
the show from last year and we
can’t ask for more.
Jazeel Mistry is a Meisner trained
professional actor from New
Zealand. He has been casted and
featured in 3 commercial NZ films,
Love Has No Language, Curry

ads for Vodafone NZ and Samsung,
Music Videos for NZ artists like
Savage & Deceptikonz. Has MC’d &
opened over a 100 Live shows with
different productions, including
the Miss World and Miss Universe
NZ pageant. Headlined
and opened concerts for
A.R Rahman, Shah Rukh
Khan and other A-Listers
from Bollywood across
Australia & NZ.
Currently, reside in
Sydney Australia
continuing to do
more commercial
work in film and
TV and working on
his own Hollywood
feature ‘The Golden
Try’ which he will
be the producer and
actor.

Munchers, Sione’s Wedding, TV

Meena
Moripalli
(Choregraphy
Co-ordinator)

into the world of fashion to lead as

dedicated and talented team

an example and to train people in

members, not only she is gorgeous

Modelling and styling.

but a very talented and artistic

She runs her own modelling

lady who knows the needs of the

and styling master class, enjoys

show and individual models and

personal shopping for friends and

tries to work in that way, which

clients and choreographs for high

shows her versatility.

We are more than honoured to

Meena is one of the most

have meena for the second time
in the row and we hope this
partnership and relationship
grows over the years.
Meena Moripalli is a fashion stylist
and a fashion choreographer from
Melbourne.
After flying for 6 years with
kingfisher airlines as inflight
Manager she started her career in
Australian retail fashion in 2010
with companies like Cue, Veronika
Maine and Alannah hill.
She believes that fashion is so
much more than just clothes and
choreography is a lot more than
just a walk n that’s why she got

end fashion shows.

just about every social in town:

the crowd going till morning and

Bachata Indecente, Versus, Bachata

organisers are rushing to book him

Republiq, Bachata Beats, Latin Beats,

for future events.

Bembosa, 24/7, Bachata Connexion,

Papi Ruso covers all Street Latin

Latin Sundays and many many

music styles including Salsa, Zouk,

others.

Kizomba, Reggaeton, and of course

Papi DJs at all the main Bachata

his favourite Bachata.

and Latin events Australia wide

Papi Ruso (DJ)
is an Australian based street latin
DJ. He is the resident DJ at Bachata
Corazon, the biggest bachata social
in Melbourne, Australia.
Papi is also a common guest DJ at

Burcin Ozen
Veloute

“Greetings, I have a confession

to make “I’m witty and have an
eccentric way of doing things”,
fashion styling is one of them...
I’ve always viewed the fashion
world from a different perspective,
for me fashion is ART, and
identity. People express their
identity through fashion, at times
its fun and exciting other times
well it cries for help! Everyone
deserves to express their
individuality in their own way,
however some find it daunting

including Melbourne Latin Festival,

He produces remixes for the local

Sydney International Bachata

and international artists as well as

Festival, Byron Bay Latin Fiesta.

remixes for public socials and his

Abroad he played at Hong Kong

tracks are loved by thousands of

Sensual Bachata and Kizomba

bachata lovers and played at socials

Festival, Singapore Latin

around the world.

Extravaganza, Formosa Salsa

“It is also important to note that

Festival in Taiwan and Thailand

Papi Ruso is a national bachata

International Latin Festival, France

champion.”

and Croatia, Vietnam and Malaysia,
Spain and Sweden where he gets

and prefer to wear garments
that hides their true beauty and
uniqueness. This is where I come
into the picture, I absolutely ‘love’
helping people who are confused
and frustrated that needs a
helping hand with putting pieces
together to create an art that trully
expresses who they are and give
the “WOW” effect as they enter a
room.
I have been in the fashion styling
industry for 5 years, and have
worked in various fashion sets
with many amazing designer’s
such as; Seafolly, Zara, Bariana and
Mossimo. My services are mainly

Celebrity Hair and
Makeup Artist- Sana
Khawar

Sana Khawar is one of Australia’s Leading
Professional Makeup Artists and has been
the only celebrity HMUA for our show
stopper and Bollywood Diva- Daisy Shah.
She is over 10 years in the industry and
has worked with a number of celebrities.
Sana absolutely prides herself on her
work and has nothing but the highest
standard.
Sana can offer her expertise in Bridal
Makeup. She has also worked with

focused on media, editorial,
fashion events and production,
however I also provide personal
shopping experience to clients
that have a vision of a particular
‘look’ but find it hard to identify
and articulate their individual
style to create the perfect outfit to
suit their lifestyle.”
-Burcin Ozen Veloute

celebrities such as Karisma Kapoor,
Shiloh Shetty, Daisy Shah.
“ I have always considered myself lucky
to work in a job which I love. Being part
of such an intimate event in someone’s
life is humbling. As a professional Makeup
Artist and tutor I have learned that while
every face is different the desired result
is always the same - every bride deserves
to look flawless and with the right
makeup perfection is possible. Offering
my skills to create an aura of perfection
on such a special day is incredibly
satisfying” - Sana Khawa

Celebrity Guests

D

aisy Shah is

family and is emotional, sensitive

an Indian

and responsible. She has been

model,

constantly working ever since she

dancer

dropped out of college. Her being

and film

good hearted might be one of the

actress. She

good reasons for the good-hearted

has worked

Salman Khan, who handpicked her

as an assistant to choreographer

for his movies.

Ganesh Acharya. She has appeared

As mentioned earlier she is a

in numerous Bollywood hits.

choreographer and she burned

Daisy Shah is a Gujarati with a

Lakme Australia’s stage with her

Catholic name as her dad was

fiery moves and she was also the

raised is Sion among Catholics. She

show stopper of the show.

considers herself the boy in the

A

- Daisy Sahah

li Quli
Mirza - is
a Mumbai
based actor,
singer and
Composer,
he is of

mixed Indian and Mughal descent.
His recent works include song in
a very popular film padmavat. He
appeared as a contestant on the
Indian reality television show Bigg
Boss 8.
Mirza landed good roles in films Jail
and New York. In 2014, he made his
Bollywood debut in Roar: Tiger Of
The Sundarbans, directed by Kamal
Sadana.
Mirza also sang the song “Bore Bore
Hum” in the movie Bluffmaster and
his super hit song club pub made
mark in India and Bollywood.
Imagine the talented singer actor
can speak ten languages - Persian,
Arabic, Turkish, Portuguese, Hindi,
Punjabi, English among others. Ali

composes music that beautifully

during the fashion show and Show’s

blends Indian beats with hip hop

After party and we have no doubt

flavours and international vocal style

that he left the Melbourne audience

with Hindi, Arabic, Farsi and English

Mesmerised.

lyrics.
This talented Artist performed

- Ali Quli Mirza

K

irti Rathore

has 3 prestigious fashion shows

is an actress,

under her belt. She designs for

Model and a

various celebrities in Bollywood

very talented

and television. She has recently

Designer. A

been engaged to design outfit for

multifaceted

her childhood hero, Mr. Amitabh

woman with

Bachchan to be worn by him in one

a dream to succeed, Kirti has always

of the programs.

been far from the influence of her

In Kirti’s Words, “Fashion is a form

blue blooded background. Blessed

of ugliness so intolerable that we

with exceptional talent she dared to

have to alter it every six months.

dream and broke the conventional

For Vivek Oberoi, we are doing his

expectations of a traditional Indian

wardrobe since five years. But of

household.

course we are designing for Amitabh

Sonali Raut, Sana Khan, Poonam

In 2007, with a second hand machine

Bachchan, Prabhash, Shahrukh

Dhiloon, Praneet Bhatt, Pankaj

and one tailor, Kirti made a humble

Khan, Salman Khan, Arbaaz Khan,

Dheer, Anushka Sharma, Shri Devi,

beginning. An old machine with

Tiger Sheroff, Kartik Aryan, Arjun

Mandira Bedi, Ajaz Khan and Shakti

fresh ideas created wonders and

Kapoor, Imran Khan, Boney Kapoor,

Kapoor and many more.”

brought her back to the glittering

Ajay Devgan, Nawazuddin Siddiqui,

world of fashion. Today Kirti

Shushant Singh, Hrishita Bhatt,

D

- Kirti Rathore

ino Hira

represented Australia in Mister

joinined us

Universal Ambassador which was

yet again

held in India and also “he was the

and was

participant on Channel 9 ‘s @MAFS

the show

2019.”

stopper

This man got it all, the looks, talent

for Lakme

and the compassion, lovely human

Australia Fashion show 2019

being to work with and Lakme

Dino Hira is a multitalented

Australia is so happy to have him

person based in Perth; he is a

back in the team.

mining professional, a meditation

V

- Dino Hira

teacher, a writer and a model. Dino

enus

place in the world.

Behbahani-

Incredibly competitive and very

Clark from Real

opinionated, she is beautiful, smart

House Wives of

and confident. Venus is a lawyer with

Melbourne RHO

experience in commercial litigation

Melbourne will

and developed a passion for the

be joining us on

human rights jurisdiction.

our LAKME Australia Fashion Show

Venus speaks four languages and

2019- Melbourne on 25th of May at

along with James has a passion for

the Atlantic Group Docklands.

fashion and travel and together they

Venus Behbahani-Clark is proud of

have traveled extensively visiting

her Persian heritage and migrated to

most parts of the world.

Australia in 1989. Prior to Australia,

Since taking some time off from legal

Venus grew up and spent her early

practice to raise her two daughters,

childhood years in Rome, Italy and

Venus has developed her own

loves the romantic and inspiring

cosmetics line – VENUS Cosmetics

city – she regards it as her favourite

https://venuscosmetics.com.au/

Venus Behbahani-Clark likes to think
of herself as a trendsetter and aims to
inspire women and men to be the best
that they can!
A Mother, Entrepreneur, human
right lawyer and a successful reality
television star- Venus Behbahani-Clark
can do it all!!

THE Designers

R

ose Dogra- Saree Haven,
Rose Dogra are proud to
patron symbols of India’s
contemporary cultural
energy. In our rapidly
evolving culture, the

current generation of young women
experience increasing
number of influences.
We believe that in
conjunction with
and in-spite
of the huge
foreign aesthetic
stimulus, India
has and always will

of this new energy.
Rose Dogra is a designer brand for
young urban Indians in Australia.
Whereas its influences are global,
its identity originates from Indian
design. The look is sophisticated

short span of time the label has

individuality and

phenomenon that has

intention to be heralded as a symbol

crafted. Today
India’s re-awakening

for itself. It is this

in Sydney, Australia and it is our

fresh, young and wearable. In a

we are part of the

define an identity

given rise to Saree Haven

and carefully

cultural impact around

grown organically each year making
its presence felt both among the
audience and the retail space in
the country and overseas. The

Australia and New Zealand. As part

silhouettes are clean and cutting

of the team for Saree Haven we

edge with a flawless fusion of Indian

are looking to add voices from the

and western influences. Pure fabrics,

forefront of this phenomenon.

fresh colours and elegant silhouettes

Rose Dogra’s line of eponymous

brewed with subtle prints, surprising

clothing is all about elegance and

embellishments and passionate

romance fused with the glorious

attention to detail, make the label’s

old world charm of India to create

design wardrobe worthy.

fusion and formal clothing. It is

S

adaf Rose Couture
Studio is
synonymous
with

devotion to design is evident
in her dedication to
fashion and hence, her
boutique Couture

elegance,

Studio. Sadaf aims

opulence

to challenge the

and luxury.

status quo, and

Focusing

bring energy and

on exquisite
aesthetics, design
details, and pure
fabrics, we bring a
unique embodiment of
glamour and style to Australia. Sadaf
has had a passion for designing
since she was very young, and her

vitality to the
almost non-existent
designer retail
market in Australia.
She’s all set to raise the bar
higher with each progressing year.

that can be paired in a myriad
ways to create multiple ensembles.
It transcends the ceaseless
metamorphosis of trends to become
something truly timeless and
ageless. Intrendz Fashion derives
its sensibility from a contemporary
mood for its design, construction,

S
V

and functionality. The brand

ukhjit Kaur’s vision of

wholeheartedly celebrates Indian

marrying tradition with

heritage by virtue of being more

innovation has always been

relevant and relatable to a wider

the driving force behind the

audience. It has been conceived

signature ensembles that

for and dedicated to a force that

grace runways.

is known to transcend norms and

Intrendz Fashion focuses on

celebrate its existence. Every day.

developing essential separates

ezzano Couture is an

Vezzano gowns accentuate feminine

award-winning Melbourne

lines to create elegant silhouettes.

Couture luxury

Creative Director, Victoria

fashion brand,

Vezzano is inspired by

specialising

her passion for the

in Bridal

individual, using a

Couture, Evening

range of colours

Gowns and Race-

derived from the

wear. Gowns are

glorious summer

designed for the

sunset or the

sophisticated

shimmering light

woman, who

on the dark ocean.

seeks to look
unique, elegant and
glamorous. Vezzano Couture

“At Vezzano Couture
we celebrate femininity

brings together classic European

and glamour”. A vision starts with

styling and fabrics incorporating

a concept, leading to a design that

modern designs to create luxurious

reflects our philosophy - “Every

garments. The results are the

woman can look beautiful in a

hallmark of Couture Design.

Vezzano gown”.

K

irti Rathore (men and women collection)- A bureaucrat from A
Royal Family from Rajasthan turned into a designer ..to
live her passion is kirtirathore ,the designer ,Costume
designer and actor who have designed for Who,Who
of the Bollywood Name it Amithabh Bachachan
,Sridevi ,Salman khan ,Kareena Kapoor Arbaz

khan ,Anushka Sharma ,and many more ..She was recently
featured in the world book Records London for the Who,s
Who Of Rajasthan..With a very prestigious Award Bharat
Ratan The Baba Saheb Ambedkar Award Under her Belt with
lot many national and international shows in her kitty.

Andrea de Deugd

A

ndrea has been a member of

Photographic, Red Carpet, Catwalk and Bridal

the Matrix Australia National

competitions. Few of her achievements are

Artistic team for the past 9

as:

years.

* finalist AHFA Avant Garde Hairdresser of

Delivering education seminars and platform

the year 2019

demonstrations across the country. (including

* finalist Hair Expo Victorian Hairdresser Of

Hair Expo and Matrix Playground)

The Year 2018

Along with her private workshops and salon

* finalist AHFA Avant Garde Hairdresser of

Training, She has a strong passion for session

the year 2016.

styling and delivering quality education.

https://www.andreadedeugd.com/

A hair director for L‘Oreal Melbourne Fashion

Our Team and Models were beyond excited

Festival, and with over 20 years of Industry

to work along with Andrea and her team, and

experience, Andrea has been awarded

they were all glammed up for the Melbourne

numerous state and national titles in

audience.

Makeup Artists

Feriel Ali

F

ERALI is a
cosmetic
brand born of the belief
that all women embody

the elements of confidence
and independence. We
celebrate the characterisatics
of positivity and tenacity
of purpose. Our goal is to
dedicate ourselves to the
beauty of women in all forms.
We care about our community
and the environment,
acknowledging that all things exist in
a causal relationship with one another.
Therefore, we are accountable and
committed, just like the women who
are drawn to our product.
FERIEL ALI was spurred by a passion

Mehwish Wasi

M

ehwish Wasi
We are more
than excited
to have her
amazing skills on board, as
we all know makeup artists
play a vital role in any event
or especially in Fashions
shows, and they are
supposed to be appreciated
more and they deserve to
be seen, and we will make
sure the crowd knows and
get to see each and every
person of the team as all of
them are important to the
Lakme Australia’s Family.
Mehwish Wasi was very

understanding
and helped us
achieve exactly
what we were looking for.
Absolutely everybody loved our model’s
makeup and we could not ask for a
better make up artist for our big day.
We would highly recommend Mehwish
for any special occasion that you
have; Hens, other weddings, your own
wedding, baby shower, etc. She was
absolutely fabulous!!!!!
Thankyou so much Mehwish Wasi from

Hair
Artist
to improve upon the tools she had
at her disposal as a makeup artist.
In particular, her choice of base
products. Working with a clientele
from a predominantly Indian ethnic
background in bridal makeovers, Feriel
struggled to find the right colour
foundation for this specific skin type.
Considering the market at the time
failed to address this demographic,
she took the initiative to formulate
something herself. Feriel’s revolutionary
makeup base would lead the way in the
creation of an expanded product line;
aimed at inclusiveness over an entire
spectrum of skin colours and tones.

the entire team of LAKME Australia
Fashion show 2019
“Hello my name is Mehwish Wasi
and I am an hair and makeup
artist based in Melbourne.
A bit about myself I do
brides and party makeup in
Melbourne for few years now
and only use premium quality
makeup. My style of makeup
is very natural and enhancing
the real and beautiful features of
one’s face however I like creating
glamourous and bold makeup looks
too. Hair styling wise I love relaxed, boho
and messy updos that gives very soft
and elegant look, plus I love different
type of braiding according to clients
requirements. Please feel free to get
in touch and let me know if I would be
lucky enough to do your bridal makeup
or any special occasion makeup.”

L

akme Australia’s Team would
like to Thank Ritu Mavi for
the wonderful work she has
done at our fashion show last
weekend! We were absolutely delighted
with how our models looked as was
the models themselves. The number
of compliments that they got on their
makeup, in particular, was unreal.
Best of luck to you in all of your future
endeavours and thanks again, it was
great to have you on board!!
“Hi! I’m Ritu Mavi, a Professional

Ritu Mavi
Freelance Make-up Artist.
I have always been
passionate about art
and one of the most
exquisite expressions
of art -Make-up. I have
a excellent working
knowledge of colour
combinations and skin
tone management. I

R

ubz Sidhu was so
professional and
fun to work
with. She
started makeup in the
noon and makeup
was still flawless
at midnight. She
used only the best
products so you can
be confident it will last.
She is easy to work with
and very accommodating
in terms achieving different

N

ida Ilyas Butt , thank
you so much for doing
such an amazing job on
make-up for our models
at our fashion show last weekend. We
were astonished how good you made
our models look! Thanks to you We felt
completely confident and relaxed and
were able to completely focus on the
day itself, which was absolutely perfect.
Thank you again and all the very best
for future endeavours.
“Hi ! . My name is Nida Humayun . I am a
certified freelance makeup artist with 3

like to learn about a
character and the
occasion to the
perfect look quickly
and efficiently.”

Rubz Sidhu
styles according to
the requirement.
No request was
too much trouble.
LAKME Australia
can’t thank and
recommend the
sisters enough!!
Hi , my name is rupinder
kaur . ( Rubz sidhu) . I am

a makeup artist, hairstylist, personal
care, skincare specialist, yoga trainer,
running my business allmost 12 years. I
have been doing makeup on number of
celebrities. I am very passionate about
my work. Looking forward for this new
opportunity and meeting new people.
Thanx. Rubz hair and beauty salon !!Rubz Sidhu

Nida Ilyas Butt
years experience in fashion photoshoots
, bridal , mature , camouflage and
creative photo shoots . Was working
in SA before and Recently moved to
Melbourne. My 3 years experience,
combined with Certificate 3 in beauty
services from Tafe SA , sees my client
transformed into their best selves”

Seerat Samra

S

eerat Samra It was so lovely to
meet you Seerat Samra . You
were so kind. Make-up on our
models was amazing on the
day, they didn’t have to touch it! Our
Fashion show was magical and thank
you for being a part of it!
and we wish you all the best for your
future endeavours.
“Hi! I’m Ruchi Monga. I am Melbourne
based makeup artist running freelance
Samra’s @shades.seerat. I have been

trained under professional artists
in Melbourne Australia. Loving the
creativity of fashion, I am regularly
worked backstage at runways,
photoshoot and recently Fashion revival
runway 2019. Makeup has always been
my passion but was always put on hold
due to other commitments. In 2019 I
finally decided to pursue my passion
and turn it into my career. I love the
opportunity to learn and be creative in
a team environment on editorial and
commercial work. ~ Ruchi

PERFORMERS

T

TA P O R I S QUA D
BY A D I TYA PA NK H A N I YA

a pori Squad is a group
of performers- Aditya
Pankhaniya, Sandesh
Kumar, Keshav Chand and

to forget all your worries and dance with
them. They travelled all the way from
beautiful city of a Brisbane to perform
with beautiful Daisy Shah.

VO CI CL A SSI CHE

D

ynamic, vibrant and
exciting is how the media
described this Melbourne
based Operatic Duo after a
recent performance.
Voci Classiche features on the corporate
scene throughout Australia and
have their own recitals and regular

J

Guru Prasad whose sole purpose is
to entertain. Their dance itself is a
celebration. A celebration of happiness.
Their highly catchy music will force you

performances in Melbourne.
Individually, they have performed in
leading roles including Dramatic Opera,
Light Opera and Music Theatre.
Rada and Cosimo will take you on
a journey of opera favourites. The
performance started with their

signature song from a Traviata called
Libiamo.
Libiamo is a “brindisi” which is a
celebration song to set the mood for a
party with plenty of cheer.
Salute Voci Classiche

PHOTOGRAPHERS
ames Taylor “James has been
involved with photography
since 1969. He won the Herald/
Sun Photography Award in

1972. As a university student from the
mid 1970’s until 1980 James worked as
a wedding and studio photographer
for Oakleigh Studios, then one of

Melbourne’s premier wedding and
portrait photography studios.
After a lengthy absence from the
professional photography scene

pursuing other commercial interests
James returned to the world of
professional photography in 2018. Since
returning to photography James has
made an immediate impact. He has
shot behind the scenes for a number of
indie film and live theatre productions.
In late 2018 he was appointed as
the “house photographer” for the
World Vegan Day fashion parades in
Melbourne and has subsequently shot
fashion runways for several designers
and retailers. He recently photographed

E

ternal Blink by Ishdeep is
great to work with. She
was one of the four official
photographers we had for
our Fashion show and rehersals and
the whole experience with her was
wonderful. Ishdeep Kaur is also great
about being flexible and getting back
with emails/texts right away. We are
going to be working with her on our
future projects. We are very pleased
with everything, especially with the
pictures of our models so far. She really
captured them professionally which
shows she has a great sense of Fashion
photography. We cannot wait for more
memories to be made and captured by

D

aljit Singh Walia From start
to finish, the level of detail
Daljit Singh Walia showed
to capture creative and
unique shots was amazing. It all helped
to create photos we could only dream
of and all our models are very satisfied
and happy!!
His skills and professionalism were
matched only by his fun personality
to be around on our big day. Many of
the guests also commented on how
fantastic he was both on the night and
also on rehearsals.
KD, we can’t thank you enough for
capturing our special day. We are

“FashionKlik 2019” – a fashion runway
featuring Philippine fashion in
Melbourne. He was also accepted as an
accredited photographer for the Virgin
Australia Melbourne Fashion Festival in
2019, and has been accredited for the
forthcoming Mercedes Benz Sydney
Fashion Week in May 2019. “
		

- James Taylor

Ishdeep Kaur , she has been a real asset
to the Show.
Thankyou once again by the entire
team of Lakme Australia Fashion Show2019
“A dreamer,a go getter. An (ex) IT
professional who chased the dream to
become a photographer and landed
down under. Ishdeep has been working
as an event and fashion photographer
for 4 years and has started her venture
Eternal Blink in Melbourne 6 months
back. As the brand name says she
believes in making memories Eternal.”
		
		

- Ishdeep Kaur

loving the pictures of our show, it just
blows us away every time we look at
it. Even Daisy Shah and Ali Quli Mirza
recommended you and got their shoots
done by you.
We all are so pleased and thank you you
went all out to help our team in all the
aspects, Show day can be very stressful
but you dwelled yourself and cared
about everyone in a very professional
and responsible way.
Thank you so much from Entire team
and we are looking forwards to work
with you in future very soon!!

- Daljit Singh Walia

EVENT DESIGNER

H

aseena Ak : We cant speak
more highly of Haseena
Ak . She is phenomenal.
She has a vision that is out
of this world. She works with realistic
budgets to make your dream come
to life. We have used Haseena for our
Fashion Show and the After Party for
this year’s Lakme Australia Fashion
Show 2019 and were blown away at

what she comes up with.
Haseena Ak you are unbelievable and
you are truly an artist. Thank you so
much for making our Show what it was,
you went above and beyond and made
our visions come to life. Everything was
perfect and we will be forever grateful to
you for your hard work and the love and
care you put into making our Fashion
Show so special.

Our Models

Alice Bisengeta

Bindiya Bakshi

Briar Rose

Darine Djendoubi

Dino Hira

Donemala Phanalasy

Flavia Narayan

Jannah Mason

Jessie singh Dhindsa

Julia Galeeva

Katariina Svetlana

Madeline Keato

Manjot Ahluwalia

Manny Singh

Michela Buson

Mittu sawhney

Natasha Dodeja

Navjot Sodhi

Neelam Shergill

Nureen Chowdhury

Prerna Chibbar

Ranjit Nayyar

Sahil Mehta

Sarab Gill

Shelly Agarwal

Shikha kaushiuk

Sonya Jahanzeb

Soodeh Jafari

Sukhwinder kaur

Suzzaan kakar

Tinatsei Chademana

Vince Tan

Wendy Bagotti

EG
Emma is Sydney based photographer
specialising in portraiture and wedding
photography. Her style is fun, joyous and
full of vivid emotion.

When she’s not taking pictures of random
people she finds on social media, Emma
enjoys going to the beach, reading novels
and can make a mean salad (you can
make friends with salad by the way). She is
also an avid cat-lover.
Emma lives in Sydney with her family of
four (none of them cats).
(Cover picture by: Emma Wright).

Business Name : Photography By Em

Website : www.photographybyem.com

-Emma Wright

“Gabby is a photographer with a focus

on creating intentional vibrant imagery.
Born in Sydney yet travelling often

meant she was always taking photos
of her adventures. Now, she aims to

capture people in their environments
whatever that may be.

From Fitness Influencers to Fashion

photography; Lifestyle photography
to Portrait Photography. Gabby

approaches every subject with intent

to make something exciting and new,
while holding onto a timeless aesthetic.”

-Gabby Griggs

G

Geeta is a certified makeup artist, who’s goal is to
enhance the natural beauty of each client.Geeta’s
professional experience includes bridal, boudoir,
special event, many top fashion shows and creative
makeup applications.She has been teaching also
to train new models for modelling agency.The best
current makeup trends and products are up to
date and available to each client.Geeta clients have
described her as “attentive, professional, artistic, and
friendly.” Geeta values each clients individual style,
and works to create the perfect look desired for each
person.

This is Sabrina Chowdhury. I am
a professional hairstylist and
makeup artist. I have several years
of makeup artistry experience.
started my career as a hairstylist
and makeup artist in the year
2006 in my home country
Bangladesh. And after I
migrated to Australia, I have
completed diploma in screen
and media (specialist Makeup
artistry). And at present I am
working as freelance HMUA and
also working part time as Beauty
Advisor at Sephora. My dream is
to establish my own skincare and
makeup artistry business and I am
working hard towards my dream.

I

-Sabrina Chowdhury

-Geeta

LAFS celebrated all the diversity and eccentricity Australia has to offer with its Maximalism showcase. The
event was studded with so many celebrities featuring main performances by artist Daisy Shah and Ali
Quli Mirza.Whether you’re looking to get into fashion for the f irst time or make the switch to more ethical
practices, there’s a lot you need to know f irst. Designers f rom emerging labels Sadaf Couture, Coco by Bawa
share the stories of how they broke into the industry, as well as how tahey’ve stayed true to their values along
the way.
Get a new perspective on fashion through the lenses of the city’s best established and rising photographers.
See how talented photographers around the city have captured pieces of contemporary fashion using
experimental techniques and unconventional points of view.
In 2020, Lakme Australia will embrace fashion sustainability for yourself and learn how to make something
new out of your old, pre-loved garments. Lakme Australia Fashion Show X Vikram Phadnis has been
announced on1st May 2020 and this time in Sydney.

